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Japan revisiting its missile defence strategy

On 18 December 2020, the Japanese Cabinet decided on a new policy to upgrade its missile defence systems to cope with

the evolving missile threats in the surrounding region. This decision followed an earlier statement made by the former

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. 

On 11 September 2020, then-Prime Minister Abe issued a statement regarding the next step in Japan's renewed missile

defence architecture, following Japan’s earlier decision in June to abandon the introduction of the land-based missile

defence system, Aegis Shore. [1] The statement was made just 5 days before Mr. Abe stepped down from the position of

prime minister on 16 September. Mr. Abe revealed that the Japanese Government had been considering “a new course for

security policy regarding countering missiles.” [2]

The statement re�ects the sense of urgency held by Mr. Abe and the national security practitioners within the government

regarding the need for Japan to upgrade its missile defence architecture in order to address the multiple emerging security

challenges. 

The Japanese Government is increasingly concerned about the development of the missile capabilities of the Democratic

People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) and the People’s Republic of China (PRC), especially in light of their improved capabilities

for saturation and/or surprise attacks by missiles with enhanced maneuverability. In addition, the Japanese Government is

worried that hypersonic glide vehicles, hypersonic cruise missiles or a �eet of UAVs in a formation �ying for conventional

attacks that are currently developed by China and Russia could become a game-changer for near-future warfare. These

developments had not been foreseen in Japan’s existing missile defense strategy. 

Meanwhile, speculations have been brewing with regard to whether Japan might abandon its traditional policy of exclusive

self-defence, drift from its alliance with the United States or start developing indigenous strike capabilities against military

targets within its adversaries’ territories.

While Mr. Abe stepped down as the prime minister, he continues to remain a key �gure in the ruling party and exert

in�uence in the shaping of the discussion within the ruling party, pressing for Japan’s development of counterforce strike

capabilities on foreign soil in coordination with the United States military. Meanwhile, his successor, Prime Minister

Yoshihide Suga, appears to maintain a certain distance from Mr. Abe’s position and has yet to make his decision on whether

or not to adopt such counterforce strike capabilities. 

This paper provides an overview of Japan’s e�orts to upgrade its missile defence systems to meet with the evolving security

environment, and the debates surrounding such e�orts within Japan. The paper also analyses the key factors shaping the

future course of Japan’s missile defence strategy.
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The Japanese Aegis destroyer Atago just after launching the SM3 Block 1B interceptor o� the coast of Hawaii, 12 September

2018, Source: Japan MOD [3]

Japan’s missile defence architecture

Conceptual image of Japan’s ballistic missile defence architecture, Source: Japan MOD [4]

Japan’s missile defence architecture is designed to intercept incoming ballistic missiles (BMs) through a multi-layered

defense system with upper tier interception by Aegis equipped destroyers and lower tier interception by Patriot PAC-3. The

systems are mutually interconnected and coordinated through the Japan Aerospace Defense Ground Environment (JADGE)

system. [5]



Photo. PATRIOT Pac 3 system, Source: Japan MOD [6]



By the end of 2020, eight Aegis-equipped destroyers are slated to become capable of undertaking ballistic missile defence

(BMD) activities. [7] Japan and the United States have jointly developed an advanced interceptor, SM-3 Block IIA, which is

expected to be capable of intercepting incoming BMs equipped with interception avoidance measures, such as a decoy, and

BMs that are launched with a lofted trajectory. [8]

As for the Patriot PAC-3 system, upgraded PATRIOT surface-to-air guided missiles are slated to be deployed to 16 �re

squadrons throughout Japan by 31 March 2024. [9]

Conceptual image of the geographical coverage areas of the Aegis-equipped destroyers, Source: Japan MOD [10]

Aegis ballistic missile defence SM-3 evolution plan, Source: US Missile Defense Agency [11]
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On 3 February 2016, four days before the DPRK launched a long-range rocket using BM technology (Taepodong 2) on 7

February, the Japanese Defense Minister ordered the BMD units of the Japanese Self-Defence Forces (SDF) to destroy

incoming BMs that could land on its territories. [12] On 3 August 2016, the DPRK simultaneously launched two medium-

range BMs (Nodong missiles), one of which landed within Japan’s exclusive economic zone. [13] As a consequence, from

August 2016 through around June 2018, the SDF’s BM units were put on alert at all times, which imposed signi�cant

burdens on their activities. [14] In December 2017, the Abe administration decided to introduce two units of the land-based

BMD system "Aegis Ashore" [15] to seamlessly defend Japan’s entire territory at all times while relieving the burden on the

personnel of BMD units, especially those onboard the Aegis destroyers at sea. 

The Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force (JMSDF) is responsible for the operation of the Aegis destroyers. As the JMSDF was

overwhelmed by the missile defence operations, its other operations, especially those related to the protection of the

remote Japanese islands or anti-submarine warfare, were a�ected due to the resource constraints. The introduction of the

Aegis Ashore was expected to relieve the burdens on the JMSDF as the land-based missile defence system were to be

managed by the Japanese Ground Self-Defence Force (JGSDF).  

The radar units for the Aegis Ashore, SPY-7, are considered to be superior to those used for Aegis-equipped destroyers as

the former possessed enhanced capabilities against BMs launched with a lofted trajectory and against simultaneous

saturation missile attacks.

The Aegis Ashore system deployed on the Deveselu Base, Romania, May 2016, Source: NATO [16]



Conceptual image of the geographical coverage areas of the Aegis Shore units, Source: Japan MOD [17]

Japan’s MOD explained that, when the interceptor (SM-3) was �red, the booster of the interceptor would fall either within

the Ground Self-Defence Force’s �ring areas or at sea, avoiding the residential areas surrounding the �ring areas. In May

2020, however, it became clear that, in order to control the �y-out trajectories of the SM-3 interceptor, the entire Aegis

Shore system would have to be refurbished, which could require a considerable additional investment of cost and time. In

consideration for the safety of the residents surrounding the �ring areas, then Japanese Defence Minister Taro Kono

decided in June 2020 to suspend, and then to give up, the plan to deploy the Aegis Ashore. This decision was also authorized

by Prime Minister Abe.

According to a senior defence o�cial, Minister Kono made the decision without full consultation within the MOD. The senior

o�cial questioned why the risk of the interceptor’s booster falling into the residential area outweighed the risk of a BM

striking a Japanese city at a time of war. [18]

Regardless, the decision is no longer revisited. However, it triggered a renewed debate in Japan as to what would be the

optimal concept for an e�ective Japanese missile defence architecture.

Emerging missile threats: Japan’s view

When Japan started to develop its ballistic missile defence architecture in 2004, it was based on two assumptions: (1) Japan

would be able to detect signs of preparation for BM launches by the adversary at an early stage; and (2) Japan would have

time to prepare for launching the interceptors. Over the years, however, both the DPRK and the PRC improved strike

capabilities for saturation- and/or surprise attacks by using missiles with enhanced maneuverability, which have complicated

Japan’s ability to intercept incoming missiles. By way of example, the DPRK’s use of transporter erector launchers (TELs) and

solid fuel for BM launches, and its development of submarine-launched BMs, have made it increasingly challenging for Japan

to detect at an early stage the DPRK’s preparation for missile launches. [19]

O�cially, Japan refers only to the “grave and imminent” threats posed by the DPRK’s missiles when justifying its BMD

strategy and policies, and avoids referring to those of the PRC and the Russian Federation out of diplomatic considerations.

In reality, however, Japan has been concerned about missile development by the latter two countries as well, and considers

that especially the PRC poses the most signi�cant strategic challenges to Japan’s security. Japan’s National Defense

Program Guidelines (JNDPG) of 18 December 2018 warned, “China engages in unilateral, coercive attempts to alter the

status quo based on its own assertions that are incompatible with existing international order,” citing the PRC’s expanding

and intensifying military activities at sea and in the air surrounding Japan as well as the South China Sea. [20] The JNDPG

also stated: “Such Chinese military and other developments, coupled with the lack of transparency surrounding its defense

policy and military power, represent a serious security concern for the region including Japan and for the international

community.” [21]

Japan is also concerned about the PRC’s e�orts to improve its missiles’ existing capabilities by extending ranges, enhancing

targeting accuracy and employing maneuverable reentry vehicles (MaRVs) and multiple independently targetable reentry

vehicles (MIRVs) as well as improving their survivability and readiness. [22]

Japan further assesses that the PRC is rapidly developing several hypersonic glide vehicles (HGVs) that could be launched

with ballistic missiles, such as the DF-17 MRBM, to penetrate missile defenses. The HGVs are considered to be di�cult to

intercept by existing missile defence systems because they can �y low at very high speeds and with high maneuverability.

[23]

As described above, the discussion in Japan about how the Japanese missile defence architecture has to cope with the

emerging new weapon systems is evolving. 

Under these circumstances, the Japanese Government and the ruling party politicians consider that Japan must drastically

upgrade its missile defense capabilities. [24]

Japan pursuing “a new course” in countering missiles

The government’s decision to abandon the Aegis Shore option prompted the ruling supermajority Liberal Democratic Party

(LDP) to revisit the ability of the existing missile defence architecture to meet the various emerging security challenges. On

4 August 2020, the LDP’s Policy A�airs Research Council (PARC) urged the Japanese Government to adopt new initiatives to

strengthen Japan’s deterrence. The LDP-PARC proposed that Japan should strengthen its deterrence by adopting the

concept of “integrated air missile defence (IAMD)” including “Japan’s possession of the capabilities to prevent the missiles

and others within the adversary’s territories.” 

While the exact meaning of this recommendation appears obscure, it implies Japan’s ability to strike missile-related targets

within an adversary’s territory, such as missile launch pads and related infrastructure, as part of the Japanese missile
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defence strategy (hereafter, “the new conditional counterforce strike capabilities”). The LDP-PARC noted that this

recommendation was conditional: Japan’s possession of such capabilities should be carried out within the constitutional

limitation and in line with Japan’s policy of exclusive self-defence and international laws. [25]

The chair of the National Defence Division of the LDP-PARC at that time was Itsunori Onodera, a former Japanese Defence

Minister, who takes the view that under the Japanese Constitution, Japan would be permitted to strike enemy missile sites

only after Japan had absorbed or defeated the �rst strike. He argues that Japan’s policy of exclusive self-defense only

allows Japan to strike back at limited targets in an adversary’s territory and that such strikes should be carried out only as

part of Japan’s missile defence strategy, namely, prevention of a second launch of hostile missiles against Japan. 

Reportedly, the aforementioned ambiguous phrase used in the LDP-PARC proposal was the result of a compromise within

the LDP between those who support such capabilities and those who oppose the introduction of the new conditional

counterforce strike capabilities due to security concerns that such capabilities could violate Japan’s traditional policy of

exclusive self-defence and would invite unwanted arms race in East Asia. [26] However, the 2020 recommendation has toned

down from the previous LDP-PARC’s recommendations issued in 2017 and 2018 which explicitly stated that Japan should

examine the option to possess indigenous capabilities to strike the missile sites on the adversary’s territories. [27] 

While all politicians seem to agree that any new missile defence capabilities should not exceed the constitutional limitation,

there are diverging views with regard to what is allowed within the constitutional limitation. In addition, there are di�erent

assessments as to what would be the optimum balance between securing Japan’s defence against missile attacks and the

associated risk of an escalating arms race in the region.

Mr. Abe’s statement

On 28 August 2020, Mr. Abe publicly questioned whether Japan could defend itself from adversarial missile attacks simply

by enhancing Japan’s capability to intercept incoming missiles, citing the improvements of the DPRK’s ballistic missile

capabilities as a source of major concern. [28]

In this context, Mr. Abe issued a statement on 11 September 2020, one of his �nal acts as the prime minister. In this

statement, Mr. Abe did not provide any concrete information regarding how Japan’s missile defense strategy would be

changed, and instead simply stated that the Japanese Government would decide on the speci�cs by the end of 2020.

Nevertheless, Mr. Abe reiterated his skepticism about the reliability of the existing missile defense architecture stating,

“there is a question of whether it is possible to protect and defend the lives and the peaceful livelihoods of the Japanese

people only by enhancing our interception capability.” [29] He also stated that “the Government of Japan has been

considering a new course for security policy regarding countering missiles,” indicating Japan’s ongoing examination of the

new conditional counterforce strike capabilities.

While Mr. Abe stopped short of providing speci�cs, he also made it clear that deliberation over the “new course” was “being

carried out within the scope of the Constitution and in compliance with international law.” In addition, he stated that

“Japan’s exclusively defense-oriented policy will not change at all. Nor will the basic role and mission sharing between Japan

and the United States.” 

From a legal point of view, Japan’s exclusively self-defence policy under the Japanese Constitution allows Japan to carry out

limited strikes against foreign military bases within certain limits, speci�cally, “absolute minimum measures that are

unavoidably necessary to defend against a missile attack … if no other suitable means are available.” [30] It is generally

interpreted that the Constitution does not allow Japan to undertake counter-value strikes against large cities or large

populations. [31]

In e�ect, Mr. Abe declared in this statement that Japan’s position was that the country would not pursue indigenous strike

capabilities independently from the Japan-United States alliance. Instead, his statement appears to have pointed to Japan’s

intention to consult with the United States to explore areas where Japan can complement or cooperate with US strike

capabilities. 

On 16 September, 5 days after the issuance of his statement, Mr. Abe resigned and Yoshihide Suga, who had been the

Cabinet Secretary under Abe’s administration, was elected as the next Japanese Prime Minister. Mr. Suga thus became

responsible for shaping the “new course” for Japan’s missile defence strategy.

A pivot…? The Cabinet’s decisions of 18 December 2020

It should be noted that Mr. Abe’s aforementioned statement was not approved by his Cabinet; it re�ects his personal view

and does not necessarily re�ect an o�cial consensus position of the Japanese Government, though he noted that the

Japanese Government would consult the ruling parties closely. Since December 2012, the Japanese Government has been

led by a coalition of the supermajority LDP and another liberal party, Komeito. The latter has yet to formulate its position on

how to upgrade the missile defence systems, but the Komei Party’s leaders have already repeatedly expressed concerns

about Japan’s possession of the new conditional counterforce strike capabilities. 
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During a press conference held in September 2020, Mr. Suga stated that he would continue to shape Japan’s national

security policy based on the Japan-U.S. alliance. [32] He also stated that he would continue to elaborate on upgrading

Japan’s missile defence strategy. [33] However, he also stated that he would not set a timeframe as to when the elaboration

should be completed. [34] On 4 November, during a meeting of the Budget Committee of the House of Representatives, Mr.

Suga clari�ed that Mr. Abe’s statement had not been approved by the Cabinet and that the statement did not hold “binding

power over the subsequent Cabinets,” [35] which seemed to indicate Mr. Suga’s intention to maintain a certain distance from

Mr. Abe’s position on the conditional counterforce strike capabilities. There is little doubt that this statement was made

taking into account that Mr. Suga has to maintain a coalition with the Komei Party in order to prepare for the national

election in 2021.

While Mr. Abe is no longer leading the Japanese Government, he remains a key �gure in the ruling party, the LDP, and in

pressing for Japan’s possession of conditional counterforce strike capabilities. On 16 November, he made a speech during a

LDP meeting in which he stated, “It is natural [for Japan] to possess strike capabilities” and “I believe that Prime Minister

[Suga] will also take my statement seriously for further examination.” [36] 

The �rst decision on the missile defence policy by Prime Minister Suga and his Cabinet was released on 18 December. The

decision was to introduce two Aegis system-equipped vessels as a replacement for the land-based Aegis Shore systems. [37]

Further details are to be decided. There was no reference to the conditional counterforce strike capabilities in the Cabinet

decision which, instead, simply stated that “the Government will continue to examine the matter of strengthening

deterrence capabilities.” [38] 

The decision prompted another round of criticism and debate in Japan about the technical and operational feasibility

associated with the sea-based Aegis systems, which are expected to incur signi�cant additional costs and burdens on the

JMSDF. There is a growing concern in Japan that the JMSDF is already experiencing a personnel shortage and could

experience considerable di�culties in engaging in other missions, especially anti-submarine warfare or the protection of the

Japanese Southwestern Islands from invasion by hostile forces, especially in the event of a military contingency surrounding

Taiwan.

Simultaneously, the Cabinet also decided to strengthen Japan’s “stand-o� defence capabilities” by upgrading Type-12

surface-to-ship guided missiles. According to this decision, the near-future stand-o� missiles are expected to become

capable of striking hostile forces invading Japanese remote islands from outside the ranges of the opponent's air-defense

capabilities. The upgraded stand-o� missiles are to be launched from various platforms, including naval vessels and/or

�ghter jets. [39] 

These stando� missiles are planned to be used to defend Japan’s remote islands that are located o� the Kyushu islands and

in the Okinawan archipelago in the event of a military contingency surrounding Taiwan. There is speculation among the

media and experts that these stando� missiles could possess counterforce strike capabilities against neighbouring countries

if their ranges were to be extended beyond 1,500 kilometers. [40] Some media speculates that these aforementioned two

decisions likely re�ect Mr. Suga’s intention to accommodate the con�icting views between Mr. Abe, who presses for

conditional counterforce strike capabilities, and the liberal Komei Party, which opposes such capabilities. 

It is unclear whether, and if so when, Mr. Suga might make a clear decision on the conditional counterforce strike capabilities.

Mr. Abe acknowledged himself that it might take some time for the Suga Administration to make the decision because of

the coming election in 2021 which requires cooperation with the Komei Party. [41] 

Irrespective of the political uncertainty, the Japanese MOD and the LPD politicians continue to elaborate upon the future

course of the missile defence systems.

Factors a�ecting Japan’s decision on its missile defence strategy



The Japanese Aegis destroyer Atago just after launching the SM3 Block 1B interceptor, o� the coast of Hawaii, the United

States, 12 September 2018, Source: Japan MOD [42]

Japan’s decisions related to its missile defence policy has been, and will continued to be, impacted by several key factors,

especially the following: (1) domestic consensus; (2) budgetary constraints; (3) technical feasibility; and (4) US response. 

Any decision will be shaped through the e�orts to construct a domestic consensus. This is important for the Japanese

Government especially given the signi�cant size of the defence budget required for any change in the missile defence

systems, which would compete against budgetary requirements for other policies. Japan already faces signi�cant budgetary

constraints because of the accumulated budget de�cit, which had reached 200% of its GDP as of March 2020, leaving little

room for further major increase in an annual defence budget. [43] A Cabinet decision to introduce additional 2 Aegis system-

equipped vessels is expected to require signi�cant additional costs. In order for Japan to possess the conditional

counterforce strike capabilities, the Japanese Government will have to �nd the necessary funds. This task is not easy for

Prime Minister Suga because he will need to obtain an agreement from the Komei Party which maintains its opposition to

such a policy. Consensus from the coalition partner is indispensable for any Japanese prime minister.

From a technical point of view, Japanese experts and some defence o�cials argue that it might be possible to convert the

upcoming stand-o� missiles into new missiles for counterforce strike operations, considering that it would be the most cost

e�ective and technically feasible option for Japan to strike a military target in a neighbouring country. [44] It should be

noted that if Japan were to adopt this option, it would have to drastically extend the ranges of these missiles and develop

the means for detection, tracking and targeting of the missiles on the adversary’s territories. Those programmes would also

require a considerable additional budget.

Furthermore, the Japanese Government has expressed its intention repeatedly to �t its missile defence systems within the

framework of the Japan-US alliance. Considering the political reality that Japan’s security relies heavily upon the bilateral

alliance with the United States, and also given the considerable Japanese budgetary constraints, it would be di�cult for

Japan to deviate from the bilateral alliance with the United States. 

Japan has also attempted to coordinate its defence policy within the perimeter of the Japan-US-ROK security cooperation.

Currently, there is a concern among the Japanese national security community that Japan is not involved in the US-ROK

planning for selecting priority targets within the DPRK in the event of a contingency on the Korean Peninsula, and therefore,

the US-ROK alliance may prioritize the defence of their homelands by neutralizing the DPRK’s short- and long-range ballistic

missiles �rst while putting o� the military strikes against the DPRK’s medium-range ballistic missiles that could reach Japan.



[45] 

The Japanese Prime Minister Suga and his Cabinet already decided their foreign policy on 16 September 2020, which stated

that Japan would build stable relations with neighboring countries including the PRC. Reportedly, there are diverging views

within the LDP and also within the Japanese Government about how Japan should balance its strong national security

posture against the PRC and its close economic relationship with the PRC. [46] 

Mr. Suga will have to continue to strike the best balance cautiously between e�orts to upgrade the missile defence systems

and e�orts to minimize its negative impacts on Japan’s diplomatic relationship with the neighbouring countries.

Japan’s pursuit of a “new course” for its missile defence strategy still continues.
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